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the conference that he and his team put togeth-
er. It was quite impressive. Although it was a 
great first-time effort, there were a few problems 
with the conference/show, which seemed obvi-
ous. First, the location: A few people mentioned 
that a high-level conference like this would have 
done even better in Silicon Valley. Although the 
Tropicana Hotel was a good venue for the event, 
there’s nothing like a Valley location to attract a 
good technical crowd. I agree.

Next, I’m not sure why an exhibition was 
part of the event. There were only a handful of 
exhibitors, many of which spent most of the 
day talking to each other, answering e-mails, or 
talking on the phone, since everyone else was 
in the conference sessions. I guess as the con-
ference grows and expands, and with a few ad-
justments to the schedule, allowing more time 
for attendees to visit the floor, the exhibition 
will make more sense. In the future, I could 
see some tabletop displays where, during the 
breaks, people would be free to walk around 

In May, IPC launched a new conference in 
Las Vegas. Electronic System Technologies Con-
ference (ESTC) was the first of its kind for IPC, 
stepping out of its comfort zone of PCBs, design 
and assemblies. Here’s how the association’s 
website describes the event: 

“IPC ESTC is an exciting new event for the 
entire electronics industry, from foundry and 
components to board assemblies and complete 
systems. It’s an unprecedented opportunity to 
break new ground in the discussion of the tech-
nologies, products and services that will shape 
the future of the entire electronics industry.” 

The conference seems to want to be all 
things to all people. It’s a good “perspective” 
event which gives all in the supply chain a look 
at the issues facing technologists in other sec-
tors.  

Senol Pekin of Intel led the charge for ESTC. 
His energy and clout brought a lot of horsepow-
er to the event. You need to see the program 
committee page to get a sense of the depth of 

by Ray Rasmussen
i-cOnnecT007 

thE Way I sEE It   

cOluMn

EstC, CaMEst and More

http://estc.ipc.org/html/about-estc.htm
http://estc.ipc.org/html/about-estc.htm
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and learn about some of the latest technologies. 
But setting up and manning a 10’ x 10’ booth 
set expectations too high. I doubt that any of 
the 20 or so companies exhibiting were happy. 

That said, it really was an outstanding con-
ference.

Certainly, there were more PhDs than I’ve 
ever seen in one place, not that PhDs necessar-
ily make good speakers or attendees, but the 
quality of the content and of those in atten-
dance was excellent.

When I first heard of this conference and 
checked out the program topics, it seemed a bit 
too far off the PCB/assembly path. I figured that 
most of the offerings would be over our heads 
(or mine, at least). But after attending a few ses-
sions, it started to make sense. In fact, this high-
level conference should be attended by every 
CTO in the industry. If you want to know where 
things are headed, this was the place to be. This 
was an outstanding event. 

CaMEst: a New Industry Council
In conjunction with the conference, I at-

tended a meeting led by Denny Fritz. He and 
a group of folks that included Dieter Bergman, 
Gene Weiner, Dan Feinberg, Krista Crotty, Marc 
Carter, Phil Marcoux and Matt Holzmann, con-
tinued work on a new organization, Coalition 

for Advancement of Electronic Systems 
Technology (CAMEST). The effort is de-
signed to build a technology bridge be-
tween industry groups like IPC, iNEMI, 
and SEMI, among others. Specifically, 
their charter is to identify and close the 
technology gaps that exist between these 
industries and serve as “the glue among 
associations and consortia.” Here’s what 
they say about their reason for doing 
this: 

“The purpose of this council is to 
promote a strategic partnership among 
organizations interested in the total so-
lution for interconnecting, assembling, 
packaging, mounting and integrat-
ing system design by increasing global 
awareness.”

Here’s their mission statement: 
“CAMEST is dedicated to the identi-

fication and dissemination of the critical 
technology application knowledge needed for 
the further development of the electronics in-
dustry. This organization identifies gaps in de-
sign, manufacturing, test and reliability across 
all aspects of electronic component assembly 
and subsystem manufacturing from semicon-
ductor to final assembly, and facilitates coop-
eration among industry, academia, government 
and existing consortia to deliver solutions.”

It seems to have a noble purpose. I’m still 
not clear on the difference between CAMEST 
and iNEMI, but perhaps Denny Fritz’s feature 
in this month’s issue of The PCB Magazine will 
help clarify that. Regardless, here’s what iNEMI 
states as its mission: 

“The International Electronics Manufactur-
ing Initiative’s mission is to forecast and accel-
erate improvements in the electronics manufac-
turing industry for a sustainable future.” 

In the iNEMI meetings I’ve attended and in 
the interviews I’ve conducted, I’ve always come 
away with the impression that what CAMEST 
is proposing is what iNEMI is doing. iNEMI 
identifies gaps in the technologies and puts task 
teams together made up of major OEMs, EMS 
providers and even some fabricators to come 
up with solutions. And with their very long list 
of OEM and major supply chain partners, they 
have the clout to make things happen. I believe 

The wAy i See iT  

EstC, CaMEst aND MORE continues

Figure 1: Senol Pekin, eSTC general chair, moderates during 
the Q&A portion of the event held in las vegas in May.

http://www.inemi.org/members
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CAMEST is more about gath-
ering information about the 
gaps and then sharing it with 
iNEMI, HDPUG, IPC and oth-
ers. Walking hand-in-hand, 
CAMEST and these groups will 
likely be a good partnership 
going forward. And although 
IPC is lending its support to 
the new industry council, they 
are being careful not to make 
CAMEST an IPC initiative, in 
order to keep the door open 
to other industry groups. Since 
IPC is leading the effort to 
get this off the ground, they 
should kick in the initial fund-
ing. There was lots of goodwill 
from the kick-off committee, 
but they need money to get 
the tools in place that will cre-
ate the inertia needed to get 
this rolling. 

a Bit about Counterfeiting
At ESTC, I was listening to 

a discussion about counterfeit components. Dur-
ing the Q&A, I asked if it wouldn’t it make more 
sense to go after the counterfeiters instead of 
spending all this money on inspection, detection 
and prevention? We know where most of the 
counterfeits come from…China. And some com-
panies (not governments) pursue the culprits, 
but the response by CALCE’s expert on the sub-
ject, Dr. Diganta Das, surprised me. He said that 
people need to make a living and local govern-
ments are reluctant to clamp down on the coun-
terfeiters since they employ a lot of people. And 
in China, keeping people employed is critical. 

I had always seen counterfeiting as sort of 
an organized crime-driven effort, relegated to 
obscure warehouses with blacked out windows. 
But it seems that it’s often much more above 
board, located in traditional factory settings. I 
knew that  Gucci bags, Rolex watches and Cal-
loway Golf clubs were copied out in the open, 
but I had never placed microprocessors in that 
same category. Look for a comprehensive dis-
cussion of the topic in the September issue of 
SMT Magazine. The article, “Development of a 

Methodology to Determine Risk of Counterfeit 
Use,” written by a team from iNEMI and Corea-
lis, will run in two parts.

The organizers of this year’s ESTC promise a 
bigger and better event next year. Whether it’s 
located in Vegas or Silicon Valley, if they’re able 
to put together a stellar conference again, this 
thing will start to take on a life if its own. I en-
courage technical leaders to attend this event 
for two reasons: to get a good look at what’s 
going on around us and to act as representa-
tives from our sectors to make sure the other 
guys know what we’re doing and where we’re 
headed.  sMt

The wAy i See iT  

ray rasmussen is the pub-
lisher and chief editor for i-
connect007 publications. He 
has worked in the industry since 
1978 and is the former publisher 
and chief editor of CircuiTree 
Magazine. To read past columns, 

or to contact rasmussen, click here. 

EstC, CaMEst aND MORE continues

Figure 2: oMg’s Michael Carano at the eSTC event.
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by Olaf Kurtz, Jürgen Barthelmes, 
Eckart Klusmann, Robert Rüther, 
and stephen Kenny
AToTeCh DeuTSChlAnD gMbh

feATure

Thin Palladium Layers: 
An Effective Cost-Saving Strategy

summarY: as the price of gold continues to 
head skyward, palladium becomes more and more 
attractive for product developers who are worried 
about their bottom line. 

Introduction
Since 2008, financial market turbulence re-

sulting in severe consequences for economic 
growth has caused an unprecedented increase 
in gold prices. Other precious metals such as 
silver or palladium have also experienced price 
increases, but the gold price gap has increased 
significantly. Today, the palladium price is ap-
proximately 35–40% of gold, with platinum 
just below and now losing its position as the 
most expensive precious metal. 

Palladium provides a highly active catalyst 
surface for chemical reactions and the majority 
of its applications are found in the automotive 

and electronics industries. Other uses include 
hydrogen reserve (e.g., for fuel cells) and also 
medical engineering. Palladium has further 
gained importance2 in the course of conversion 
to more sustainable products as it provides a 
non-allergenic alternative to nickel as used in 
decorative and technical applications. Palla-

figure 1: price trend for palladium over the past 
three years1.
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dium has also played a much more important 
role in the electronics industry since the July 
2006 EU standard 2002/945/EC came into ef-
fect, regarding restricting the use of hazardous 
substances3,4,5.

As a result of the high and volatile precious 
metal prices, further optimisation of palladi-
um coatings for their respective applications is 
needed to maintain the same function at mini-
mum thickness. 

Palladium is used in the lead frame industry 
as part of a whisker-free coating system (e.g., Ni/
Pd/Au pre-plated lead frames), replacing both 
tin and silver, providing ultra-thin deposition 
of 20–50nm. 

These technical applications require excel-
lent reliability, linearity of deposition rates and 
characteristics, lowest porosity and highest 
corrosion resistance for minimum thickness. 
However, as a real alternative to nickel, this 
system has to provide an effective diffusion 
barrier layer with low porosity whilst ensur-
ing excellent corrosion and abrasion resistance 
properties. Palladium is already being tested 
and used as an alternative to nickel for aller-
genic applications such as jewellery and mo-
bile phone covers. 

The designation for palladium originates 
from the Greek goddess Pallas Athena, repre-
senting wisdom, strategy and battle. Whether 
the use of palladium is always wise, one cannot 
say; however, in times where the gold market 
significantly and profoundly changes, it can 
prove to be cost-effective and efficient due to 
the reduction in gold applications. 

This document describes a process for the 
deposition of pure palladium coatings with im-
proved porosity characteristics. Using identical 
porosity testing technique previously undertak-
en by Texas Instruments (TI) for conventional 
palladium coatings, the deposition characteris-
tics were thoroughly studied using the quartz 
crystal microbalance. Low thickness barrier 
properties to 50nm were studied by means of 
contact resistance measurements after heat 
treatment at 300°C for one hour using the Ni/
Pd/Au layer system. 

This article demonstrates that this system 
also meets all technical soldering and bond-
ing requirements for low palladium thickness. 

Bonding characteristics were further tested us-
ing copper as replacement for the traditional 
gold wire, demonstrating an additional savings 
potential. 

Palladium Electrolyte
The pure palladium process* used in this in-

vestigation is a neutral pH electrolyte that has 
been especially designed for use in reel-to-reel 
as well as conventional rack and barrel applica-
tions within a wide temperature range of 20–
50°C. Pallacor® HT* produces bright, haze-free 
palladium within a thickness range of several 
nanometers to 10 microns that can be used as 
final or intermediate coatings, particularly for 
nickel-free applications. The chloride content 
has also been significantly reduced to minimize 
the corrosive nature of the electrolyte. 

Summary of electrolyte parameters: 

• Neutral pH electrolyte (pH 6.8–7.5)
• Pd content = 5–10 g/l
• Temperature = 20–50°C
• Deposit hardness = 250–270 HV25 
• Purity: 99.7–99.9% w/w palladium

Deposition Characteristics
Deposition rate and coating information 

for the Ni/Pd/Au layer system may be obtained 
by means of a quartz crystal microbalance 
(QCM)6,7,8. The QCM is a very sensitive analyti-
cal method that permits the in-situ detection of 
interfacial processes (e.g., weight gain by sur-
face electrodeposition). 

figure 2: Deposition rate at varying g/l pd, 
carried out at 1 A/dm2, room temperature.

thIN PaLLaDIuM LayERs: aN EFFECtIVE COst-saVINg stRatEgy continues
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A high degree of deposition rate linearity is 
crucial for the replication of low thickness coat-
ings. Figure 2 provides further deposition rate 
data at varying palladium concentration.

Within this study, the new palladium pro-
cess provides a very high linearity of deposition 
rate and infers exceptional low thickness repro-
ducibility.

Porosity Measurement 
Porosity was measured for palladium thick-

ness of 5, 10, 20 and 50nm applied to a 0.4µm 
nickel deposit. The results were compared to 
those from a conventional palladium electro-
lyte. Tests were carried out using copper alloy 
lead frames. The following table outlines the 
chosen process sequence.

The TI porosity test was used for test sample 
examination which involved placing onto a 
pre-heated (450°C) hot plate for five minutes. 
After cooling to room temperature (RT), the 
edges are sealed with paraffin wax (Figure 6). 

The sealed lead frame is then immersed into 
a 1N (0.5M) sulphuric acid solution for five min-
utes, followed by the AAS determination of any 
dissolved copper. Hence, porosity is expressed 

thIN PaLLaDIuM LayERs: aN EFFECtIVE COst-saVINg stRatEgy continues
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in µg/cm2 for the dissolved copper correlating 
directly with the deposit porosity characteristic. 
Figure 4 compares the results for the new pal-
ladium process to those from a conventional 
Pd process. A significant porosity reduction can 
be clearly seen for the new process at very low 
thickness (to 20nm).

Six repeat measurements were carried out 
for each layer thickness examination showing 
that the new process provides minimal standard 
deviation variance and consequently greater re-
producibility of deposit thickness. 

Figure 3: Sealed heat-treated lead frames 
prepared for Ti porosity testing.

figure 4: reduced porosity at lowest possible 
thickness with the new palladium process.Table 1: porosity test process sequence.
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solderability testing 
Solderability testing of Ni/Pd and Ni/Pd/Au 

deposit combinations was undertaken using a sol-
der balance, providing detailed wetting diagrams 
for the determination of wetting rate and force.

The following shows the various thickness 
combinations for each metal coating:

Nickel: 0.4, 0.7, 1.0µm
Palladium: 5, 10, 20, 50nm
Gold: 0, 5, 10, 20nm

The following solder balance parameters 
were applied: 

thIN PaLLaDIuM LayERs: aN EFFECtIVE COst-saVINg stRatEgy continues
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Flux: Litton Kester 950E3.5
Solder: Sn95.7-Ag3.8-Cu0.5. 
Solder temperature: 245°C
Immersion depth [mm]: 8.5
Immersion rate [mm/s]: 21
Duration [s]: 5

Again, deposits from the new palladium 
process were compared to those from a conven-
tional process. The following graphs show the 
zero crossing times (ZCT) provided from the 
corresponding wetting curves. 

The results highlight the various deposit 
thickness combinations. Figure 5 shows a ZCT 

Figure 5: Solderability studies for nickel, conventional palladium and gold combinations.

figure 6: improved wetting behaviour and reduced ZcT for the pallacor® HT* deposit combinations 
even at lowest palladium thickness without gold.
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for the conventional palladium process.  A ZCT 
of 2.5–3s is observed when the final gold coat-
ing is omitted at the lowest palladium thickness 
of 5nm.

Very reliable and constant wetting times 
were achieved with Pallacor® HT* over the en-
tire thickness combination range (Figure 6).

Effectiveness of Palladium as Barrier Layer, 
Before and after heat treatment

The following investigation was carried out 
to demonstrate the barrier effectiveness at low 
thickness as a result of the previous porosity re-
duction findings9. 

Test specimens used in the following exami-
nations comprised copper base material depos-
ited with: 

5µm Ni 
1µm Pd
0.1µm of various gold alloys (AuCo, AuNi,   
    AuFe) and pure gold. 

Contact resistance of each sample was mea-
sured to study barrier effectiveness in the ‘as 
plated’ condition and after heat treatment at:

(i) 300°C for five minutes and 
(ii) 300°C for one hour  

The mean value from 30 measurements was 
used for each test sample. 

After heat treatment at 300°C for one hour, 
significant increases in contact resistance were 
observed in the absence of a palladium bar-
rier layer (Figure 7). This increase in contact 
resistance results from the diffusion of nickel 
onto the gold surface and its subsequent oxi-
dation10.

When a palladium barrier layer is used, no 
significant increase in contact resistance was 
observed, even after heat treatment for the 
maximum duration of one hour. This applied to 
all gold deposit types used (Figure 8). 

figure 7: contact resistance of Au/ni & Au/co deposit alloys in the absence of a pd barrier layer after 
heat treatment at 300°c for one hour10.
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Further examinations were carried out at re-
duced palladium barrier thickness of 100 and 
50nm. Results further highlighted a stable bar-
rier effect even at such low thickness.

Copper Wire Bonding Investigations
The observed exceptional barrier prop-

erty of the palladium deposit was further in-
vestigated as part of a final finish comprising 
electrolytic nickel followed by palladium and 
then gold. Copper wire bonding results were 
compared with the industry standard for elec-
trolytic final finish for packaging applications, 
plated nickel and gold. Normally a plated gold 
layer at 0.3µm is required to ensure reliable 
bonding results; this system was compared to 
a plated gold layer of 0.1µm and also using the 
new final finish with 0.1µm of palladium fol-
lowed by 0.1µm of gold. Conventional gold 
wire, together with copper wire of thickness 
0.8 mil (corresponding to about 20µm), was 
used for testing.

The following combination systems were  
investigated:

1. Ni (7µm)/ Au (0.3µm)
2. Ni (5µm)/ Au (0.1µm)
3. Ni (5µm)/ Pd (0.1µm)/ Au (0.1µm)

During testing the following bonding pa-
rameters were varied: 

• CV: Tool speed (minch/ms)
• USG: Ultrasonic generator (mA)
• Force in g

For each combination, 40 wires were bond-
ed; 20 in ‘x’ direction and 20 in ‘y’ direction. 
Bonding strengths were measured before and 
after heat treatment at 150°C for four hours. 
Figure 9 shows bonding strength in g for each 
combination system and parameter variation. 
The Ni/Pd/Au system provides the highest pull 
strength at a reduced gold layer thickness.

thIN PaLLaDIuM LayERs: aN EFFECtIVE COst-saVINg stRatEgy continues
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figure 8: contact resistance of various gold deposit types with a pd barrier layer, before and after heat 
treatment.
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Figure 10 summarizes the results of further 
bonding tests after a heat treatment simulating 
the aging process.

Even after artificial aging the Ni/Pd/Au sys-
tem tested satisfies all bonding requirements 
with consistent reliability and also gave the 

highest average pull strength results. In contrast 
the final finish with only gold gave less uniform 
bonding strength and on average the bonding 
result with thinner gold layer thickness was 
lower than with 0.3µm plated gold. This result 
shows that simply reducing the gold plated 

thIN PaLLaDIuM LayERs: aN EFFECtIVE COst-saVINg stRatEgy continues
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figure 9: pull strength for each combination system and parameter variation before heat treatment.

figure 10: pull strength for each combination system and parameter variation after heat treatment at 
150°c for four hours.
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thickness is no answer to the demand to reduce 
cost as the process quality is not assured. Use 
of nickel, palladium and gold however offers a 
low-cost alternative with potential to improve 
the bonding quality.

summary and Prospects
Palladium can be efficiently used for cost 

savings by lowering the overall gold layer 
thickness. However to achieve maximum bene-
fit the palladium deposit characteristics should 
be defined including the minimum porosity 
acceptable. In this paper palladium deposition 
has been monitored and investigated by using 
QCM during the build-up of a Ni/Pd/Au sand-
wich system. For the used palladium electro-
lyte a strict linear deposition characteristic was 
proven at a palladium concentration of 5g/l. In 
addition, the deposition rates and the current 
efficiencies have been measured as a function 
of Pd concentration and bath agitation.

Deposit porosity has been examined with 
the TI porosity test of Ni/Pd/Au for different 
layer thicknesses. Palladium thicknesses of 5, 
10, 20 and 50nm were deposited onto a 0.4µm 
nickel coating on the copper alloy lead frame 
specimens. The coated specimen was first heat-
ed for five minutes at 450°C. The lead frame 
sealed in this way was then immersed into a 
1N sulphuric acid solution for five minutes. 
The copper concentration in the sulphuric acid 
solution was then determined by atom absorp-
tion spectroscopy (AAS).

In comparison to a benchmark process the 
investigated palladium deposit shows a signifi-
cantly lower porosity. Subsequent solderability 
investigations were carried out using a ‘wetting 
balance’, providing detailed wetting speed and 
wetting force information. A coating combina-
tion nickel/palladium/gold was used for these 
investigations, with variation of the individual 
metal thickness. The good diffusion barrier ef-
fect of palladium at even very low thickness has 
been tested in contact resistance measurements 
for 1µm, 0.1µm and 0.05µm before and after 
heat treatment up to 300°C for one hour. The 
results highlight the excellent barrier property 
independent of the type of gold electrodeposit. 

Finally the excellent barrier effect with pal-
ladium was demonstrated in Au layer reduction 

in wire bonding tests. In this study both gold 
and copper wires were used and the Ni/Pd/Au 
layer system with 0.3µm and 0.1µm gold layer 
thickness was benchmarked against a Ni/Au 
system with 0.3µm thickness deposited gold. 
The palladium layer thickness was chosen at 
0.1µm. The experiments show the pull strength 
before and after artificial aging for one hour at 
150°C. All results show that the use of palla-
dium ensures at least the same or better and 
more reliable results with a significantly lower 
gold layer thickness.  sMt

* Pallacor® HT, Atotech Deutschland GmbH
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abstract
As the FPGA device technology migrates to 

28nm technology node and high-performance 
applications, selecting the right package to meet 
the customer usability requirements and to 
achieve product reliability goals becomes impor-
tant. This paper describes the process used in se-
lecting and qualifying the molded flip-chip BGA 
for cost effective, high-performance 28nm FPGA 
devices. A collaborative approach in partnership 
with the assembly manufacturer was employed 
to develop customer collateral that includes han-
dling, reflow/rework and heatsink attach guide-
lines for the molded flip-chip BGA package. A 
detailed thermal modeling of the package was 
performed to characterize the thermal perfor-
mance of the package. In addition, compressive 
loading characterization, component level and 
board level reliability tests were carried out to 
validate the long term reliability performance of 

feATure

the package in customer use conditions. The re-
sults of this study demonstrate that the molded 
flip-chip BGA package is a cost-effective, high-
reliability solution for 28nm FPGA devices.

Introduction
Altera has introduced Arria®-V FPGA prod-

uct family at 28nm technology node to deliver 
optimized balance of performance, cost and 
low power for mid-range applications. In order 
to meet the device performance and cost goals, 
selection of packaging technology has become 
important. The package selected must meet the 
customer usability requirements and achieve 
product reliability goals. This paper describes 
the process used in selecting and qualifying 
the molded flip-chip BGA package for cost ef-
fective, high performance 28nm FPGA devices. 
To match the low-power, high-performance 
and low-cost requirements of the 28nm Arria-
V FPGAs, a new package platform offered by 
Amkor Technology, molded flip-chip BGA (Am-
kor acronym: FCmBGA, Altera acronym: TCF-
CBGA, Thermal Composite Flip-Chip BGA) was 
selected. Having an exposed die configuration, 
FCmBGA inherently offers a low profile form 

Evaluation of 
Molded Flip-Chip 
BGA Package 
for 28nm FPGA 
Applications

This article was published in the 2013 IPC APEX EXPO 
technical conference proceedings.
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factor. Further the exposed die allows customers 
flexibility with respect to thermal dissipation 
solutions. Finally, the replacement of capillary 
underfill (CUF) with molded underfill (MUF) al-
lows coverage of the 28nm FPGA family with a 
single package configuration.

In subsequent sections we will describe the 
methodology for package selection as well as vari-
ous tests run to provide application guidelines for 
customers using this package platform. Results 
for handling during shipping, SMT attach and re-
work results will be discussed. Heatsink attach/ re-
work and thermal modeling will also be reviewed. 
Compressive loading and well as component and 
board level reliability results will be summarized. 

Package selection
In order to make the decision about select-

ing the packaging platform for the 28nm FPGA 
application, a comprehensive matrix of package 
requirements was designed and the correspond-
ing data was collected (Table 1).

Package profile is an important consideration, 
especially as more applications require thin form 
factors. Both FCmBGA and bare die packages offer 
thinner package profile form factor than a single 

piece lid package, however, as the package gets 
thinner, bare die packages are limited on body 
size and die size. This is due to the coplanarity 
requirement. FCmBGA adds additional support 
to the die by coupling the MUF to the substrate. 
This in turn helps control package warpage/co-
planarity and allows for thinner larger packages 
with larger die. Another gain from the molding 
compound around die is the package robustness 
compared to the bare die format. This advantage 
offers many benefits during component handling 
such as shipping, electrical test, board mounting, 
rework and heatsink attach. FCmBGA package is 
advantageous from the point of view of 28nm 
FPGA family coverage.

 Typically, a range of die and body sizes are 
deployed with each new FPGA family. With FC-
mBGA package, one package type can cover the 
entire family. Another benefit of FCmBGA over 
single-piece lid and bare die is keep out zone 
(KOZ) requirements. Both single-piece lid and 
bare die packages use CUF. CUF requires 2–3 
mm KOZ between the die and on board pas-
sives. This is to prevent partial filling of the on 
board passive solder joints by the CUF, which 
can lead to solder joint fracture during tempera-

feATure

Table 1:  package selection matrix.

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues

ture cycle condition B testing1. FCmBGA uses 
MUF to encapsulate the on board passives and 
around the die. Thus, the KOZ for FCmBGA 
package is less restrictive, 0.6mm.

The FCmBGA mold cap is designed to be 
below the attached die height. This allows the 
thinnest bond line thickness, BLT, and thus the 
best thermal performance. Work was done with 
several commercially available heatsinks and 
TIM II materials to illustrate how heatsinks can 
be attached to FCmBGA. Rework of the heatsink 
was also performed to demonstrate the rugged-
ness of the molded package. Thermal perfor-
mance was evaluated through FEM modeling.

Like  with  any  new package  platform,  dem-
onstrating that  the  package  meets  the  cus-
tomer reliability requirements is important. The 
industry standard component level and board 
level reliability tests were run to compare the FC-
mBGA performance to single piece lid and bare 
die control packages. The package performed 
well in direct head-to-head comparisons.

Collaboration to Develop 
Customer Collateral

With selection of new package type for the 
28nm FPGA product family, it was essential to 
develop customer collateral to ensure that the 
package meets the customer usability require-
ments. The objective of customer collateral is 
to provide the guidance to the customers for 

component handling, board level assembly and 
rework and develop the heatsink attach and re-
work process. We collaborated to develop the 
customer collateral by running joint evalua-
tions on the test vehicles assembled in the FC-
mBGA package. Additionally, accelerated com-
ponent level and board level reliability testing 
was run to verify the package integrity in the 
customer use conditions.

selection of test Vehicles
In order to evaluate and characterize the 

FCmBGA package ahead of 28nm FPGA prod-
uct release, test vehicles were required to be se-
lected for evaluations. The criterion for the test 
vehicle selection was that the die size and pack-
age size of the test vehicle should be closer to 
the largest die/package size combination for the 
28nm FPGA family.

After reviewing the number of test vehicles 
available for testing, a 90nm FPGA device was 
selected for assembly process, handling guide-
lines, heatsink attach, mechanical characteriza-
tion and component level reliability tests. A full 
stack 40nm daisy chain test vehicle was selected 
for board reliability testing. The details of the 
test vehicles are outlined in Table 2.

To carry out the board level characterization 
experiments, a development board representing 
typical customer assembly board was selected. 
The PCB was designed per IPC-9701 guidelines2 

feATure

Table 2: characterization test vehicle details.
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with 330mm x 114mm size, 2.3mm thickness, 
8-layer stackup board as shown in Figure 1.

FCmBga handling Characterization 
(tray Drop test)

FCmBGA packages do not require a tray de-
sign different than those already available for 
standard FCBGA bare die (lidless) packages. 
In fact, the same tray can be often used for an 
equivalent bare die and FCmBGA package since 
both packages are lidless and have roughly the 
same height due to identical package stack ups 
(though coplanarity is likely lower with a FC-
mBGA style package). The FCmBGA mold cap 
is below the die so it will not interfere with a 
standard JEDEC style tray design. In the below 
work, FCmBGA packages were tested for integ-
rity after dropping them in bundled trays. After 

testing, both package and trays were inspected 
for damage. Three packages with three different 
body sizes were tested: 31, 35 and 40mm pack-
ages were tested. All packages shared the same 
die size.

test Procedure
Five trays were fully populated with packag-

es and a sixth tray was added as a cover tray. All 
trays were banded together three times with a 
standard polypropylene band, bagged in an an-
tistatic band, and then boxed. The box was then 
dropped from a height of 120cm. The packages 
and trays were inspected before and after tray 
drop. The results of the tray drop tests are sum-
marized in Table 3. The visual inspection of the 
devices after tray drop testing showed no de-
fects, as shown in Figures 2a and 2b.

feATure

figure 1: Assembly and characterization development board.

Table 3: Tray drop test summary and results.
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sMt Reflow Characterization
The SMT reflow characterization experi-

ments conducted at a preferred SMT sub-con-
tractor showed that the FCmBGA package fol-
lows the same SMT practices of single-piece lid 
and bare die packages. The same PCB designs 
are used. Typical surface finishes, such as or-
ganic solder preservative, OSP 
with eutectic or lead free sol-
der paste may be used.

As with other flip-chip 
packages, a proper thermal pro-
file is required to achieve good 
BGA balls collapse. Calibrated 
thermocouples should be used 
to instrument a reflow profile 
board and use it to develop an 
optimized thermal profile of 
the package on board.

Figure 3 shows the typi-
cal reflow profile used for as-
sembling the FCmBGA on the 
PCB. The comparison of the 
reflow profiles for FCmBGA 
and the lidded flip-chip BGA 
(single piece lid, or SPL) pack-
age shows that the reflow pro-
files are quite similar and fall 

within the range of reflow parameters defined 
in table 5-2 of JEDEC standard J-STD-0203.

After the assembly process was completed, 
the mounted devices were inspected to verify 
solder joint integrity. Visual inspection of the 
solder joints along the package edge and corners 
showed well-formed solder joints. One device 

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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figure 2a and 2b: Top (left) and bottom side (right) of package after the tray drop test.

figure 3: reflow profiles of fcmbgA vs. lidded-fcbgA.
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was cross-sectioned along the package edge to 
determine the shape and the size of the solder 
joints formed during SMT. Figure 4 shows that 
the solder joints have consistent solder joint 
shape across the package edge and the center.

sMt  Rework  Characterization 
Localized SMT rework of BGA components 

is typically performed by customers to replace 
defective parts or upgrade the device to latest 
version. Localized attach of FCmBGA packages 
is possible with industry standard BGA rework 
machines. Like with SMT attach, a profile board 
with properly attached calibrated thermocou-
ples is required to develop an optimized reflow 
profile.

The experiments conducted to develop the 
localized attach reflow profile showed that the 
reflow parameters were well with the parameters 
as defined in JEDEC standard J-STD-020. How-
ever, when compared with the lidded FCBGA, 

one significant difference was found. Since the 
FCmBGA package has exposed die surrounded 
by the mold cap, the heat transfer from the top 
heater through the package to the solder joints 
is uneven. Consequently, the ball collapse along 
the periphery of the package is difficult if only 
the top heater is used. However, the uneven 
heat transfer from the top of the package can 
be compensated by increasing the heat from 
the bottom heater of the rework machine. With 
optimized top and bottom heater settings, an 
optimized reflow profile for localized attach of 
FCmBGA package was developed in this study.

The devices attached with localized reflow 
process were visually inspected along the pack-
age edge and corners. The visual inspection 
shows well-formed solder joints.

One device was cross-sectioned along the 
package edge to determine the shape and the 
size of the solder joints formed during localized 
reflow. Figure 5 shows that the solder joints 

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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Figure 4: FCmbgA solder joints after SMT reflow.

figure 5: fcmbgA solder joints after localized attach.
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have consistent solder joint shape across the 
package edge and the package center.

heatsink attach and Rework
The process of attaching a heatsink to the 

FCmBGA package and subsequently removing 
the heatsink (to rework the board) is identical 
to that of a standard bare die or lidded FCBGA 
package. In this characterization work, heat-
sinks were attached using two different thermal 
interface materials (TIMs): double-sided thermal 
tape and thermally conductive epoxy. Six pack-
ages were evaluated for each thermal interface 
material. After attach and removal steps were 
completed, visual and SAT inspection were used 
to inspect for damage to the die or delamina-
tion at the passivation or EMC layers. Results 
show that the heatsink can be attached and re-

moved without damage to the package or die. 
In the FCmBGA package, the mold compound 
around the die offers additional surface area for 
increased adhesion and thermal conduction and 
no die chipping was observed in our evaluation.

heatsink Removal with Double-sided 
thermal tape

This particular adhesive tape is a popular 
double-sided thermally conductive adhesive 
tape. It is rated as reworkable by the supplier. 
Six heatsinks were attached and removed using 
the supplier’s recommended method. All units 
were inspected with SAT imaging before and 
after testing. No failures or changes in package 
quality were detected. Figure 6 shows the pro-
cess flow and the images of each process step 
during heatsink rework.

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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figure 6: Thermal tape rework process flow.
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heatsink Removal with thermally 
Conductive Epoxy

This TIM is a thermally conductive epoxy 
material. The heatsink attach and the removal 
process was found to be identical to the lidded 
FCBGA package. Figure 7 shows the process 
flow and the images of each process step during 
heatsink rework. 

thermal Modeling
Detailed thermal model-

ing of various flip-chip pack-
aging options was performed 
using commercially available 
CFD tool.

The analysis was per-
formed to compare the ther-
mal performance of the FC-
mBGA with bare die FCBGA 
and single-piece-lid FCBGA 
(FCLBGA). The package con-

figurations are depicted in the Figure 8.
The package construction details used 

for the simulations are outlined in the below  
Table 4. The packages were mounted onto 
a JEDEC 1S2P board and the simulation 
boundary was assumed to be a JEDEC still air 
chamber. Also, the package top surface was  
interfaced with a thin sheet of aluminum (100 
x 100 x 1 mm3) using a TIM-II material (0.5C-

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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figure 7: Thermal epoxy rework process flow.

Table 4: package construction details.
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in2/W thermal impedance). The simulation  
results are shown in Table 5.

As seen from the above results, under the 
conditions assumed in this work, FCmBGA 
package thermal performance is slightly better 
than the bare-die package, but still not compa-
rable to the FCLBGA package performance. The 
θja  of the FCmBGA package was ~9% higher 

than that of FCLBGA. Also, thermally enhanced 
mold compounds did not have a significant im-
pact on improving (lowering θja) the FCmBGA 
package thermal performance. It is important to 
note that the simulation trends presented here 
are representative of the particular system ther-
mal solution (TIM-II + aluminum sheet) chosen 
in this work. The choice of TIM-II and the ex-

figure 8: flip-chip package configurations considered in this work.

Table 5: Thermal simulation results summary.
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ternal heatsink significantly impact the overall 
package/system thermal performance. Detailed 
thermal measurements comparing the thermal 
performance of FCmBGA with FCLBGA are pre-
sented in the paper by Galloway, et al4.

Compressive Loading Characterization
To verify package integrity, three FCmBGA 

units were surface mounted then tested in com-
pression at 1480N (106 PSI) for a duration of 15 

minutes at room temperature using an Instron 
mechanical tester. The test vehicles were 40mm 
packages with a 22 x 19mm die, surface mount-
ed to a 2.3mm standard JEDEC style board. The 
acceptance criteria were the following: No dam-
age to the die (either chip out or cracking), no 
damage to the mold compound (specifically 
cracking) and no BGA deformation leading to 
BGA shorting.

Compression Load test setup
To assure equal loading across the package, a 

thick steel fixture was placed between the cross-
head and package topside. Double-sided ther-
mal tape was applied between the package and 
steel fixture to further promote equal distribu-
tion of compressive stress, as shown in Figure 9.

No damage to the test vehicles were detect-
ed using the inspection methods listed in Table 
6. Visual inspection was carried out either with 
a microscope or an ERSA scope for BGA inspec-
tion. The SAT inspection areas include: die sur-
face, die active layers, the EMC adhesion to the 
passivation, the EMC adhesion to the package 
under the die, as well as the die surface.

Additionally, all BGAs of all samples were 
inspected X-ray imaging (Figure 10). No anoma-
lies were detected between the BGA solder balls. 
No measureable  differences  were  observed  as  
a  result  of  the  compressive  loading. For fur-
ther confirmation, a unit was cross-sectioned 
to the bump and BGA plane (Figure 11). BGA 
solder balls were confirmed not to have been 
shorted together or significantly deformed.

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues
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figure 9:  photo of the compression test setup.

Table 6: compression test summary and results.
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Even though the compression test results 
show that the package can withstand one time 
application of compressive force up to 1480N, 
it is recommended that the customers follow 
heatsink manufacturer’s recommendations for 
application of compressive force for heatsink 
attach. 

Component and Board-Level Reliability
The 28nm FCmBGA devices were subjected 

to component level and board level reliability 
test to ensure that package meets our package 
level and second level reliability requirements. 
We have defined the reliability test plan5 in 
conformance with the industry standards de-
fined by JEDEC and IPC organizations. A 28nm 
FPGA device was used to perform the compo-
nent-level reliability tests and a full stack daisy 
chain test vehicle was used for the board level 
reliability tests.

The FCmBGA packages were subjected to 
preconditioning at MSL3 level and a reflow 
cycle at 260°C to simulate the component 
assembly conditions. The devices were elec-
trically tested at intermediate readout points 
to detect early failures. The parts subjected to 
board-level temperature cycle were continu-
ously monitored to check resistance changes 
in the daisy chains during temperature cy-
cling. Table 7 summarizes the results of the 

component level and the board-level reliabil-
ity tests.

The results of the component and board 
level reliability tests show that the 28nm FPGA 
in the FCmBGA package meets the industry 
standard reliability test requirements. To con-
firm that there were no latent defects in the 
package after the reliability tests, detailed con-
struction analysis was performed to check the 
condition of the bumps, substrate and the die. 
The construction analysis showed no defects in 
the substrate, Silicon low dielectric layers and 
the bumps.

Conclusions
Our joint collaboration has resulted in the 

developing the valuable customer collateral for 
the FCmBGA package selected for 28nm FPGA 
device family. The customer usability of the 
FCmBGA package is shown to be equivalent to 
the lidded flip-chip BGA package while offering 
advantages of a low-profile package. The reli-
ability tests show that the 28nm FPGA device 
in FCmBGA package meets the component and 
board level reliability requirements in compli-
ance with IPC and JEDEC standards. The re-
sults of this collaborative study show that the 
FCmBGA package offers advantages of high-
performance and low-cost, which are essential 
for the 28nm FPGA product family.  sMt

EVaLuatION OF MOLDED FLIP-ChIP Bga PaCKagE FOR 28NM FPga aPPLICatIONs continues

feATure

figure 10: X-ray of the bgAs after compressive 
loading shows no signs of shorting.

figure 11. cross-section of a sample confirms 
there is no shorting after compressive loading.
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sMtonline supplier/New Product 
News highlights

EPaRO system from Manncorp 
Reclaims Valuable solder
Many are unaware that 50–80% of wave solder 
dross is usable solder alloy. The SePARo solder re-
covery system from Manncorp allows companies 
to quickly and easily reclaim valuable solder in-
house for significant cost savings.

Indium Develops high-Performance 
solder alloy
indium’s new SACM is a high-reliability solder al-
loy that offers drop shock performance far superi-
or to other SAC alloys, without compromising on 
thermal cycling—all at a cost below that of typical 
SAC solder alloys.

INVENtEC Releases Low 
temperature solder
ecOrel free lT 140-18 is a lead free no-clean sol-
der paste combining the metallurgical properties 
and benefits of a low melting point alloy (SnAgbi) 
with high performance chemistry of the ecOrel 
range assuring that assembled electronics can 
reach their best reliability.

adoption of Indium8.9hFa accelerated
indium corporation’s indium8.9HfA solder paste 
is a versatile, halogen-free, lead-free, solder paste 
with leading print performance on miniaturized 
components. Assemblers and OeMs are adopting 
this new product at an accelerating pace.

Nordson yEstECh is sCs’ aOI supplier
nordson yeSTeCh announced today that it has 
been selected by Specialized Coating Services, a 
contract provider of conformal coating services, 
encapsulating (potting), and ruggedization of 
pcbs, as their AOi supplier.

gOEPEL Enhances aOI of Fluorescing 
Conformal Coating
gOepel electronic offers an enhanced version of 

its system for the automated optical inspection 
of fluorescing conformal coating. The Teachable 
Optical Measurement (TOM) system can be uti-
lized for inspection of pcb coatings as well as pcb 
areas, which mustn’t be coated. The maximum 
pcb size is 460 mm x 400 mm.

Dymax Launches Light-Curable 
Encapsulants
Dymax Dual-cure 9101, 9102, and 9103 are  
resilient, chip-encapsulant materials designed 
with a uv/visible light and secondary ambient 
moisture-cure system, making them ideal for en-
capsulation applications where shadowed areas 
are present.

avnet to acquire MsC 
Investoren gmbh
The agreement details a two-step approach 
whereby Avnet will acquire a majority interest in 
MSC group after regulatory approval has been 
granted with the intent to acquire the remainder 
of the company within a short time frame.

gOEPEL electronic Expands gatE 
Program in Denmark
gOepel electronic, world-class vendor of JTAg/
boundary Scan solutions compliant with ieee Std. 
1149.x announces the extended incorporation of 
CiM industrial Systems A/S into the global alli-
ance program gATe™ (gOepel Associated Tech-
nical experts).

Multitest Provides solutions for 
ICs and Mobile Devices
The MT2168 pick-and-place handler offers a vari-
ety of smart features that meet the special require-
ments of ics for mobile devices. The MT2168 fully 
supports advanced packaging. The soft material 
handling with smooth and shock-proven move-
ments combined with the controlled plunge 
avoids damage to fragile stacked devices.
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If you ever plan to motor west, travel my way, 
take the highway that is best. Get your kicks on 
route sixty-six.

 
I’m listening to the Rolling Stones sing 

those words as I drive toward Southern Europe 
for my summer vacation. It’s a bit like the road-
map for automotive electronics, you may say, 
and I wouldn’t argue with you. 

Important automotive Electronics trends
The 2013 version of the iNEMI roadmap 

predicts an average market growth of 7.9% in 
value for the automotive electronics market for 
2011–2017. 

Hybrid and electric cars make up a major 
growth area which hardly existed before the 
turn of this century, but now account for about 
8% of worldwide sales. By 2021, alternative fuel 
drive train systems are even expected to reach 
28%! However, many things need to change 

before electric cars become really popular. The 
most important areas needing improvement re-
late to increasing the driving distance, reducing 
charging time, increasing battery life and reduc-
ing total costs of car ownership. Additionally, 
there are also still far too few charging stations. 

Automotive electronics will doubtless play 
a major role in closing these gaps. The major 
growth in electric cars is expected in urban ar-
eas where both space and clean air are at a pre-
mium. Half the world’s population now lives in 
megacities, with very dense traffic and many pe-
destrians, so increasing car safety is also critical. 

Part of the solution will come from integrat-
ing connectivity and active safety devices. That 
includes vehicle-to-infrastructure communica-
tion (e.g., weather condition-related drive pa-
rameter settings), vehicle-to-vehicle communi-
cation (e.g., collision avoidance and road train 
convoys) and ultimately, driverless cars for au-
tomatic interactive driving.

by sjef van gastel
ASSeMbléon neTheRlAnDS b.V.

sMt tRENDs & tEChNOLOgIEs

cOluMn

Route 66
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Categories of automotive Electronics 
The automotive electronics industry is gen-

erally divided into the following six categories:

• Powertrain electronics (systems 
   controlling the engine or driveline)
• Entertainment electronics (in-car media)
• Safety and convenience (safety and 
   comfort) systems
• Vehicle and body controls (steering and 
   controlling car stability)
• In-cabin information systems (instrument 
   clusters and telematics)
• Embedded and non-embedded sensors 

Powertrain Electronics
One of the major growth areas is the drive 

train, where developments are largely driven 
by energy savings. During a car journey, ac-
celeration is followed by braking. The car’s ki-
netic energy is then dissipated through the car 
brakes, which heat up, wearing down the disks. 
Considerable energy savings (up to 30%) can be 
achieved by storing this energy in a flywheel or 
electric accumulator. 

Key to this energy storage will be converter 
systems that use large capacitors. Until recent-
ly, powertrain electronic modules were sepa-

rated from the engine and drive systems. Now, 
though, the engine control units (ECUs) are 
attached to the engine, and in the near future 
they will be integrated into a total drive system. 

The temperature and reliability require-
ments for ECUs will therefore increase, needing 
better than 10 ppm at the module level! Oper-
ating temperature requirements for under-the-
hood electronic modules range from -40°C to 
+140°C (up from the previous +125°C). This ex-
tended temperature range can only be met by 
using high-temperature-resistant components, 
high-Tg substrates, efficient cooling (such as 
copper inlays in substrates, heat pipes or pot-
ting using heat conductive material), and tracks 
with large copper area and solid connectors. 

These solid power connectors are usually 
connected using through-hole reflow (THR) sol-
dering (also called pin-in-paste). The advantage 
of THR is that both SMD and THR components 
can use the same reflow solder process and that 
both component types can be placed by a nor-
mal SMD pick-and-place machine. 

Solder paste is printed by a stencil printer, 
also covering the topsides of the mounting 
holes for the THR components. During THR 
component placement, the component leads 
smear the solder paste to both sides of the sub-

strate. Finally, all components (both 
THR and SMD) are reflowed in the 
reflow oven. The pick-and- place 
machine does have special require-
ments, though, since the required 
placement forces can be up to 160 N 
for a 160-pin THR connector. 

Entertainment 
Developments in entertainment 

electronics include full integration 
of connectivity (internet in cars) as 
well as active safety. This will lead to 
interactive navigation systems that 
take traffic density, roadblocks and 
local weather conditions into ac-
count. 

safety and Convenience
A major part of safety and con-

venience systems will include active 
collision protection. Distance (park-

ROutE 66 continues

SMT TRenDS & TeChnologieS

figure 1: engine control unit (ecu).
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ing) sensors and distance observation 
radar are already being incorporated. 
These will be extended with vehicle-to-
infrastructure based systems (e.g., road 
pricing and reduced speeds around 
schools), followed by vehicle-to-vehi-
cle communication. 

Vehicle and Body Controls
Most vehicle and body control de-

velopments will similarly relate to ac-
tive safety and comfort improvements. 
One example is the active car suspen-
sion: The conventional wheel suspen-
sion system (based on helical springs 
and oil-filled shock absorbers) will be 
replaced by a mechatronic suspension 
system (based on actively controlled 
electromagnetic actuators). That will 
improve driving characteristics as well 
as passenger comfort. 

Traditional wiring harnesses will be 
replaced by multiplexed cable systems 
and ultimately, power line communica-
tion systems (where both electrical pow-
er and signal transfer will use the same 
single cable interconnection). Hydraulic 
driver assistance systems for steering and braking 
will increasingly be replaced by electric (mecha-
tronic) assistance. Here, the main advantage is 
compact design and, once again, power saving.

In-Cabin Information 
Voice commands and head-up displays will 

become increasingly important in cabin informa-
tion systems, along with LED lighting. Many cars 
today have energy-saving daylight illumination 
using LED strips. Three-dimensional MID (mold-
ed interconnection device) substrates will in-
creasingly be used for dashboard instrument clus-
ters. MIDs which integrate both LED luminaires 
(where shape and space envelope is important 
for car body styling) and interconnections are 
growing in importance. Placing and connecting 
electronic components on 3D surfaces will create 
new challenges for pick-and-place machines. 

sensors
Finally the number of sensors (both em-

bedded and non-embedded) is growing con-

ROutE 66 continues

siderably. These will be integrated with pow-
ertrain, body control and safety systems. Solid 
state (MEMS technology) sensors should meet 
automotive robustness and reliability require-
ments.

These trends will boost the electronics man-
ufacturing industry and will contribute to a 
more sustainable world, but they, too, will also 
bring new challenges for pick-and-place ma-
chine manufacturers.

We get our kicks from solving them.  sMt

Sjef van gastel is manager for ad-
vanced development at Assem-
bleon netherlands b.v., where 
he combines his experience as 
systems architect and machine 
designer to explore technical 
and business opportunities from 

emerging technologies. To read past columns, 
or to contact van gastel, click here.

SMT TRenDS & TeChnologieS

figure 2: MiD integrated 
into motorcycle handlebar.
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The demand for step stencils is increasing, 
but why? The answer: shrinking components. 
In the early days of SMT assembly, step sten-
cils were used to reduce the stencil thickness 
for 25 mil pitch leaded device apertures. How-
ever, as SMT requirements became more com-
plex and, consequently, more demanding, so 
did the requirements for complex step stencils. 
Today, fine-pitch components, which necessi-
tate a thin stencil for acceptable paste release, 
are sandwiched beside a variety of devices and 
components that require higher paste height. 
Getting the solder paste volume needed for larg-
er components, while still having an area ratio 
that allows for good paste release on small com-

ponents, can be challenging. Step stencils offer 
the SMT process engineer significant flexibility 
in achieving the proper solder paste height and 
volume for the overall paste printing process. 

Step stencils range from simple designs to 
complex multi-thickness steps. With them you 
can print different paste heights, with one sten-
cil, in one print. Without them, a separate print 
run and stencil might be needed for each solder 
paste height or a manual application for addi-
tional paste deposit required. Using a step sten-
cil is much faster, prints an actual solder brick, 
and allows for solder paste volume control. Dis-
pensing and other printing methods are slower, 
many times more manual, yield less control on 

by Rachel short
PhoToSTenCil  

a shORt sCOOP

cOluMn

the Ins and Outs of step stencils

figure 1: complex step stencil with apertures inside of step area.
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solder paste volume, and usually require a sec-
ond step, after initial printing. 

Step stencils are available in all stencil tech-
nologies: electroformed, laser cut, and chemical 
etched. These steps are usually etched or elec-
troformed depending on the application and 
the area ratio. Although traditionally etching 
was used for most stencil manufacturing and 
aperture formation, etching is now predomi-
nantly used for step stencils. The thickness of 
the step areas and the overall thickness of the 
stencil are determined by the area 
ratio of the component. Step 
stencils have a primary base 
thickness and step-up or step-
down areas across the board 
pattern depending on the 
thickness and volume of sol-
der paste a particular compo-
nent requires. 

Component size doesn’t 
necessarily affect the stencil 
design. The design depends 
on the paste volume require-
ment on the board, which is 
usually accompanied by area 
ratio struggles. The range of 
component sizes that can be 
accommodated on the same 
board is determined by a 
combination of area ratios 
and the necessary keep-out 
areas in the design. Because of 
the varied thicknesses around 
the step, there are defined keep-
out areas. If the application isn’t 
conducive to these keep-out areas, there are 
other options, like two-print printing and res-
ervoir printing. 

An additional consideration is the co-pla-
narity of the component and the solder paste 
height delivered by the stencil. In this case, 
height can only be achieved by using a thick-
er stencil. Co-planarity problems can result in 
an open contact. Printing higher solder bricks 
(7–8 mils) on the BGA pads prevents this. SMT 
components, like 0.5 mm pitch QFPs, 0402 chip 
components, and R-Packs, won’t tolerate an 8 
mil thick stencil as aperture sizes are too small 
for good paste release. A stepped electroform 

stencil gives good release when 0201 chip com-
ponents and 0.5 mm pitch µBGAs are present.

Step stencil technology offers unique solu-
tions for various printing applications such as 
CBGA and through-hole paste volume/height 
requirements. Step-up electroform stencils ad-
dress the solder volume/height while also pro-
viding excellent paste transfer for 0.5mm µBGAs 
and 0201 devices. Two-print stencils, including 
a thick second print stencil with deep relief-step 
pockets, handle both glue attach printing and 

intrusive reflow printing. Normal 
SMT stencils that are 5–6 mils 

thick with relief-step pockets 
on the contact side of the 
stencil can be used when 
there are raised areas on the 
PCB that would prevent a 
normal stencil from gasket-
ing to the board. 3D elec-
troform stencils are a good 
choice for two-print stencil 
operations when printing 
flux/paste for flip chip and 
paste for SMT in a mixed 
technology application flip 
chip/SMT. 3D electroform 
stencils with formed relief 
pockets are preferable for 
printing on boards when 
high protrusions exist on the 
board surface.

Steps can be placed on 
the PCB side, the squeegee 

side, or on both sides of the 
stencil. Relief-step board side 

stencils eliminate the gap between the stencil 
apertures and the pads, allowing the stencil to 
cleanly gasket to the PCB. Mixed-technology ap-
plications of solder paste printing for through-
hole/SMT as well as solder paste/flux printing 
for flip-chip/SMT require special step stencil 
designs. Thick metal stencils that have both re-
lief etch pockets and reservoir step pockets are 
very useful for glue and paste reservoir printing. 
Electroform and laser-cut step-up stencils for ce-
ramic BGAs and RF shields achieve additional 
solder paste height on the pads of these com-
ponents. Special solutions are available for odd 
PCBs that have some raised areas on the board 

A ShoRT SCooP

thE INs aND Outs OF stEP stENCILs continues

Step stencil technology 
offers unique solutions 

for various printing 
applications such as 

CBGA and through-hole 
paste volume/height 
requirements. Step-up 
electroform stencils 
address the solder 

volume/height while also 
providing excellent paste 

transfer for 0.5mm 
µBGAs and 0201 devices.

“
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(up to .120” high). Examples and specifications 
can be seen here:

step-Down stencils
• 20 mil pitch QFN: 7 mil thick for R-Packs 

and C-Packs with a step-down to 5 mil for 20 
mil pitch QFNs 

• 16 mil pitch QFN, 0201s and/or µBGAs: 5 
mil thick stencil with a step-down to 4 mil for 
the 16 mil pitch QFN, 0201s, and or µBGAs

step-up stencils
• CBGA or CGBGA: 6 mil for normal com-

ponents and a step-up to 8 mil for CBGAs; extra 
paste height is required for this component due 
to possible co-planarity issues

• Through-hole Connector: 6 mil for nor-
mal components and step-up to 10 mil for the 
through-hole connector

 
Relief-step Board side

• Bar Code Relief: When the bar code is too 
close to the PCB pads it can cause a gap between 
the stencil apertures and the pads. The relief 

pocket allows the sten-
cil to cleanly gasket to 
the PCB

• Raised Via Pads: 
Raised via pads can 
prevent the stencil 
from gasketing to the 
PCB surface. A relief-
step pocket around the 
vias prevents this situ-
ation

• Relief for Paste 
(two-print stencil): 
The two-print stencil 
is used to print sol-
der paste on a board 
which already has sol-
der bricks on the PCB 
surface from a previ-
ous print cycle. An ex-
ample would be a 12 
mil thick glue stencil 
with an 8 mil deep re-
lief-step pocket around 
SMT solder paste bricks

So what should you look for when choos-
ing a step stencil? Area ratios determine the 
thickness of the stencil and step areas. Designs 
with large paste volume components with fine 
pitch components are usually the most likely 
step stencil candidates. Many BGA manufactur-
ers recommend step stencils when using their 
components because the solder ball doesn’t 
melt during reflow; therefore, the contact has 
to be made on the print. In any case, using a 
step stencil positively affects the area ratio. It 
achieves the necessary paste volume on a large 
component while still getting a successful print 
on a smaller component, and printing with one 
process increases throughput and saves time 
and money.  sMt

A ShoRT SCooP

thE INs aND Outs OF stEP stENCILs continues

Rachel Short is vice president 
of sales and marketing at 
PhotoStencil llC. She may be 
reached via e-mail, or by phone 
at 719-304-4224. 

Figure 2: Step stencil with relief pocket.

mailto:rshort@photostencil.com
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Mil/aero007 
News highlights
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Ducommun to Produce assemblies 
for Black hawk
The company has received a multi-year con-
tract from Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, a unit of 
united Technologies corporation, to continue to 
produce electromechanical assemblies for various 
models of the uH-60 blAcK HAWK helicopter.  
Ducommun labarge Technologies will produce 
the electromechanical assemblies at its Huntsville, 
Arkansas, facility through 2017.

Mercury Nets $3.6M Microwave 
assemblies Contract
Mercury Systems, inc. has received a $3.6 million 
follow-on order from a leading defense prime con-
tractor for integrated microwave assemblies for an 
airborne electronic warfare application.

sparton, ussI ERaPsCO JV Lands 
sonobuoys Contract
Sparton Corporation and ultra electronics uSSi, 
a subsidiary of ultra electronics Holdings plc,  
announce the award of subcontracts valued at 
$5.8 million to their eRAPSCo joint venture, for 
the manufacture of sonobuoys for the united 
States navy.

Ducommun Named John Deere’s 
Partner-level supplier
Ducommun incorporated has announced that its 
Ducommun labarge Technologies business group 
has been named a partner-level supplier for 2012 
in the John Deere Achieving excellence program.

OsI systems gets $21M for 
Electronic subassemblies
oSi Systems, inc. has announced that oSi elec-
tronics, a business within its Optoelectronic and 
Manufacturing division, has received orders for 
approximately $21 million for electronic subas-
semblies from an advanced skin care solutions 
provider.

aPI gets $6M for Microwave 
sub-assemblies
APi Technologies Corporation has won a $6 
million follow-on order to provide microwave  
sub-assemblies for a major european weapons 
program.

Murrietta Receives Raytheon’s 
highest supplier award
Raytheon recognizes its Five Star Suppliers based 
on three important factors: 100% on-time de-
livery, 100% sustained quality, and continuous 
process improvements. raytheon has over 5,000 
global suppliers and Murrietta circuits was one 
of only 14 to be recognized for this tremendous 
achievement.

Celestica Receives achievement 
award from DoD
celestica inc., a global leader in the delivery of 
end-to-end product life cycle solutions, is a recipi-
ent of the 2013 James S. Cogswell outstanding 
industrial Security Achievement Award from the 
Defense Security Service (DSS), an agency of the 
u.S. Department of Defense.

OsI systems Nets $11M Order from 
u.s. government agency
oSi Systems inc. has announced that its Security 
division, Rapiscan Systems, has received an order 
for approximately $11 million from a u.S. govern-
ment agency for maintenance and related services 
to support rapiscan systems that inspect cargo, 
vehicles, baggage, and parcels.

3CEMs Inks Maritime agreement
“3CeMS has expanded constantly on the manu-
facturing areas and capacity. This new agreement 
is an important step for 3CMeS to meet custom-
ers’ increasing demands and various product seg-
ments. We look forward to this partnership,” said 
leo Chien, vice chairmen of 3CeMS.
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The bill of materials (BOM) is 
the most critical element in the 
definition of what production 
should do to manufacture a prod-
uct. What ends up executing as a 
BOM on the shop floor, however, 
is the result of several complex 
and often manual processes, some 
of which will corrupt the BOM’s 
data integrity. Who takes responsi-
bility for what is actually produced 
as compared to what the design 
intended? Getting a real handle 
on the management of the 
BOM must be high on the 
agenda for any company 
as product mix and varia-
tion grows, lead times to 
market decrease, and 
the need for account-
ability increases.

The BOM starts 
life at the design 
stage. As products 
are conceived, of-
ten formed around 
combinations of 
key technologies 
and chipsets, the 
key materials are 
identified. These 
key materials are 
at the core of the 
design. For the 
electrical designer, 
the specifications 
are known in terms 
of functionality, and 
for the layout designer, 
in terms of physical at-
tributes. These materials 
are usually sourced from 

only one or two suppliers, 
and are not interchangeable 
with other devices. The ma-
jority of the remaining ma-

terials that will make up the 
product are so-called “com-

mon” materials: things 
like resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, etc., which have 
standardized specifica-
tions, are available from 

several different suppli-
ers and in several different 

specifications of size and rat-
ing. Generally, the electrical 
designer decides the values 
and ratings of all materials, 
the design capturing these 
as well as the descriptions 
of the key materials. The 
layout engineer takes this 
information and has to 
make decisions about 
which actual materials 
to use, at least in terms 
of size and shape. Each 
individual component 
is uniquely named with 
a reference designator, a 
shape, a specified value 
and rating, and often, 
an assigned nominal part 

number.

Consider alternatives
This is the crucial first step 

for BOM management, where 
the greatest opportunity exists to 

enhance product quality and mini-
mize costs. Materials are by far the 

most significant cost of a product, and 
also significantly influence how the product 

by Michael Ford
MenToR gRAPhiCS CoRP. 
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will perform, a balance that starts with the se-
lection of materials by the layout engineer. The 
least effective layout engineer will simply fol-
low the policy attributed to the product, which 
dictates basic technology and practices, as well 
as the product’s mechanical, physical and size 
requirements, plus, the basic material specifica-
tion requirements. The most effective layout en-
gineers will also consider the wide range of ma-
terial choices, looking at availability and cost of 
materials, durability, mechanical issues, chemi-
cal content, heat and vibration analysis, capabil-
ities of the expected production processes, and 
the effect of the layout on quality and testabili-
ty. The more specific the designer’s information, 

the better prepared the design will be for real-
world production. Automated DFM tools, which 
analyze the PCB layout according to rules based 
on specific PCB fabrication and production re-
quirements, can create a significant advantage 
at this point (Figure 1).

Once an initial design is completed, proto-
types of the product are fabricated. These focus 
primarily on the performance of the product, 
and also reveal any issues in the layout and ma-
terials initially selected. By this time, the electri-
cal designer may also have created several varia-
tions of the product, each with different levels 
of features or functionality, such that a single 
PCB design can serve as an engine in many dif-

The eSSenTiAl PioneeR’S SuRViVAl guiDe

DROPPINg thE BOM continues

figure 1: More than one component from the approved vendor list (Avl) may satisfy the bOM require-
ments. Here a graphical analysis shows the two parts do indeed meet manufacturing requirements.
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ferent product variants in the market. The lay-
out engineer must accommodate different ma-
terials for the same locations depending on the 
variant. 

Once the prototypes are working to speci-
fication, the design team is under pressure to 
complete the design and hand it over to the 
product manager. Different companies may 
have different roles and mechanisms to manage 
the product lifecycle, but essentially the prod-
uct manager has the responsibility to 
get the product to market on time 
and within the cost target. 

Before the design is fi-
nalized, however, the BOM 
needs to be introduced into 
the MRP system. The least 
effective operations will sim-
ply map the BOM to regular 
material part numbers and 
associated suppliers, plus cre-
ate new part numbers and 
sourcing for any new materi-
als not previously used. The 
material information from 
the design is based on indi-
vidual components with their 
unique reference designators. 
The nature of most MRP sys-
tems, however, is that they are 
part number based. The mapping op-
eration, therefore, in MRP creates a list of part 
numbers—normally internal part numbers spe-
cific to the company—which then link to part 
numbers of vendors from which the materials 
will be sourced. 

The specific, unique reference designators 
of components are retained, but often only as 
comments. To keep the comments short, origi-
nally to fit in the reference comment field of 
the MRP database, they are summarized; for 
example, “R201-206, 219, 221-232” would be 
used instead of specifically listing each desig-
nator, representing a significant opportunity 
for error. The more effective purchasing team, 
together with the product manager, will look 
for opportunities to reduce the variations in 
materials, that is, to reduce the count of part 
numbers used, and to select alternative, lower 
cost materials where possible, but that may also 

have a different specification or physical form. 
Changes need to be done and be consistent over 
all product variants. 

The effect of this can be a significant con-
tribution to the profitability potential of the 
product, but can be exceptionally difficult to 
manage from within the MRP engine, where 
the designators have been corrupted into the 
shorthand form. Checking back to the design 
to assure that alternative materials will satisfy 

the design from the design standards 
and policy perspective, that func-

tional performance will not be 
affected, and that the layout 
and manufacturability will 
also not be affected is also 
very important. Iterations 
between MRP and design are 
limited by the time taken 
in the MRP purchasing pro-
cess, versus the need for the 
designers to close the design 
and get on to the next, and 
for the product manager to 
get his product out into the 
market on time. Product life-
cycle management tools are 
designed to bridge this gap to 

some extent, making the selec-
tion of materials and understand-

ing the consequences over all the prod-
uct variants clear. These tools of course must 
work with the DFM tools and the design system 
itself in order to make the necessary fast and ac-
curate decisions.

In higher value and safety-critical applica-
tions, all materials changes must be approved, 
often requiring life testing of revised prototypes, 
which can take many weeks to complete. At the 
other end of the scale, however, for example, 
the low-end consumer market, BOM changes 
often continue to be made long after the de-
sign has been closed, which may even include 
changes made at the point of assembly in order 
to further optimise materials cost and for ease 
of materials sourcing.

Once these steps have been completed, the 
product’s manufacturer is selected. The least ef-
fective production operations will go ahead and 
order the materials based on the MRP model as 

DROPPINg thE BOM continues

Different companies 
may have different roles 

and mechanisms to 
manage the product 

lifecycle, but essentially 
the product manager 
has the responsibility 
to get the product to 
market on time and 

within the cost target. 

“

”
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it is transferred into their ERP system. The more 
effective operations, however, will additionally 
consider the production engineering require-
ments. Though the design is completed and 
cannot be changed, DFM tools designed specifi-
cally for assembly use will expose any challeng-
es based on the performance and capability of 
the specific production processes in place, and 
the specific materials that the purchasing team 
has chosen. These tools, as well as those used 
to prepare the engineering data across the pro-
duction processes, need to use the original PCB 
design data and the somewhat revised data.

Dropping the BOM
The BOM arrives courtesy of the local ERP 

system, with all of the shortened and corrupted 
component reference designators. This is where 
the BOM drops. Aligning these two pieces of 
information can be a difficult task, frequently 
exposing errors that have been made in the pre-
ceding processes. Engineering tools must be able 
to combine the data and immediately expose 
errors; this is essential if corrections are to be 

made before the physical materials are ordered. 
Delays here potentially result in material waste 
and delayed production. The engineering teams 
will also consider the production of the prod-
uct, with all its variants, in the same production 
environment as other products. Optimizations 
of production, especially in SMT, are very much 
related to material variations, material supply 
forms versus machine capability, and common-
ality between products to promote quicker set-
up changes between work orders. This also can 
effect BOM changes. 

Full Circle
Once these last adjustments have been 

made such that the actual production opera-
tion can be run as effectively as possible, there 
is still a question of whether the original design 
principles are being followed, and whether the 
performance, quality and life expectancy of the 
product will be as originally intended.

The most effective design teams are in-
volved in determining the final material con-
tent, so that they can give their approval and in 

DROPPINg thE BOM continues

figure 2: Manufacturing automation software can ensure that any modifications to the bOM are 
correctly identified. The complete bOM is available to all authorized users.

The eSSenTiAl PioneeR’S SuRViVAl guiDe
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the future, design in the needs of the produc-
tion operation. The product manager commu-
nicates issues up and down the product creation 
stream. The challenge remains, however, to in-
tegrate the tools serving at each point in the 
process. The designers must know how to lay-
out the product in the best way for 
production without delaying the 
design, and without specific 
manufacturing and assembly 
engineering knowledge. The 
manufacturing and assem-
bly engineering technolo-
gists need to know that any 
changes they make in materi-
als will not invalidate the de-
sign or product performance. 

Once in production, 
material changes will con-
tinue. Local purchasing will 
continuously apply their pur-
chasing policy, which usually is 
based on dual-sourcing to prevent 
supply issues. If and when supply issues arise, 
there can be a sudden switch to a third vendor 
or an alternative part. There will be variations 
in these materials, physically as well as electri-
cally, which can be significant enough to cause 
part numbers in the BOM to change, especially 
when different component ratings and supply 
forms are involved, which production engineer-
ing and the product management should ap-
prove. There may also be design revisions for 
any number of reasons.

Who Owns the BOM?
The BOM is the entity that links all of these 

processes together, for all the product variants 
and all the revisions, but who is the owner of 
the BOM? The BOM itself has a complexity that 
no one person seems to be able to manage or 
even take responsibility for. It often ends up 
that there are multiple simultaneous “flavors” 
of BOM for a product—for example the de-
sign BOM versus the production BOM—which 
can easily lead to quality and supply issues. 
The design team should have the final say in 
the specification for the product; any changes 
made should be approved by design, so there 
is a strong argument that the design team has 

ownership. The product manager also has a 
case, since his role carries the responsibility 
for the whole process of getting the product to 
market. The day-to-day BOM changes, however, 
are implemented on the MRP or ERP side, trig-
gered mainly by purchasing, who have the re-

sponsibility for procurement of the 
materials, so perhaps they are the 

ones to own the BOM. But the 
rubber meets the road in pro-
duction, so perhaps the pro-
duction engineering teams 
are the actual ultimate BOM 
owners? All of these views are 
valid, and in different com-
panies we will see variations 
with how the BOM is man-
aged. This is made more diffi-
cult for those companies who 
have products produced in 

different sites across the world 
and especially those who use 

contract manufacturing. 
The real answer to BOM management must 

be a systemized unification of tools starting from 
design, encompassing MRP and ERP, for purchas-
ing, and process preparation for manufacturing 
and assembly. From the quality and compliance 
point of view, tracking and recording of deci-
sions taken, plus the traceability of actual ma-
terials used, is essential. Controlling the entire 
BOM enables decisions to be made earlier in the 
overall process, with fewer mistakes and rework. 
It also allows data to be gathered to measure the 
performance of different materials.

It leaves me wondering just how evolved 
this process is among all the different types and 
tiers of electronics production operations out 
there. Please tell me your experiences, good and 
bad, your ideas for how this area is being man-
aged, and how the trend is developing as prod-
uct mix and variation increases.  sMt

DROPPINg thE BOM continues

The BOM itself has a 
complexity that no one 
person seems to be able 
to manage or even take 

responsibility for. It often 
ends up that there are 
multiple simultaneous 
“flavors” of BOM for 

a product...

“

”

Michael ford is senior marketing 
development manager with valor 
division of Mentor graphics cor-
poration. To read past columns, or 
to contact the author, click here.
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 Over the years, MEPTEC’s 
popular Roadmaps events have 
been attended by high level 
managers, CEOs, and CTOs, 
looking for validation and in-
sight into technology and busi-
ness directions for their compa-
nies, for their suppliers and, in 
some cases even their custom-
ers. At past events they, and their 
competitors who were present-
ing their own roadmaps, were 
looking for strategic help and 

metrics of progress.
 During its long and success-
ful existence, MEPTEC has rec-
ognized the need for one essen-
tial ingredient above all others 
in achieving success with any 
semiconductor industry road-
maps: collaboration.
 First, collaboration among 
trade associations, standards 
groups, OEMs, providers of 
analytic and design software, 
sub-contract service providers, 
and suppliers throughout the 
supply chain is increasingly 
critical to success. Second, as 
distinctions among semicon-
ductor processing, packaging 
and assembly technologies, and 
design/testing protocols are dis-
appearing manufacturers have 
greater need for collaboration.
 The MEPTEC Roadmap 
event will bring together stan-
dards groups, industry groups 
and consortia, industry experts, 
device manufactures, and rep-
resentatives of the large OEMS 
to update their roadmaps and 
development activities, which 
may include 2.5D/3D as well as 
other driving factors pertinent to 
their business segments. Join us 
for this first-of-a-kind collabora-
tive event!  ◆

I
n the spirit of collabora-
tion, this event will con-
sist entirely of panel dis-
cussions, rather than tra-

ditional presentations. This 
will allow for more interac-
tion among the speakers 
and attendees, so that the 
synergies, gaps, and differ-
ences of opinion can be 
explored more thoroughly. 
A day full of panel discus-
sions will also allow repre-
sentatives of more compa-
nies, including device man-
ufacturers and large OEMs, 
and industry and standards 
organizations, to present 
their views. Join us for this 
first-of-a-kind collaborative 
event!  

Symposium Topics will include:

n Market Drivers – the current and future products that contin-
ue to drive semiconductor packaging down the road of “smaller, 
faster, and cheaper” – logic, memory, power, other (including 
MEMs and sensors)

n Packaging needs expressed by the major device manufactur-
ers (ODMs), the end customers (OEMs), and the assembly and 
test suppliers (OSATs and EMS) Non-mechanical performance 
needs including interconnections, transmission speeds, switching 
protocols, new reliability requirements.  

n Non-mechanical performance needs including interconnec-
tions, transmission speeds, switching protocols, new reliability 
requirements.  

n Status of efforts of various Consortiums, Standards groups 
and trade organizations to support their members and to help 
establish infrastructure.

The Biltmore Hotel is conveniently located at 2151 Laurelwood Road 
in Santa Clara, CA in close proximity to the San Jose Airport. 

2013 meptec 
SemIcONDUctOR ROADmApS 

SYmpOSIUm
A Collaborative Update from 

Standards Bodies, Industry Groups, and Large OEMS

September  24, 2013  •  Biltmore Hotel, Santa clara, cA

ReGISteR ON LI N e tODAY At WWW.meptec.ORG
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sMtonline Market News 
highlights

Mexico’s Cost advantage to Drive 
Exports growth
Within five years, higher manufacturing exports  
due to a widening cost advantage over china and 
other major economies could add $20 billion to  
$60 billion in output to Mexico’s economy annually. 
And thanks to the north America free Trade Agree-
ment (nAFTA), u.S. manufacturers of components 
for everything from automobiles to computers as-
sembled in Mexico also stand to benefit, according 
to new research by The boston consulting group 
(bcg).

N.a. semiconductor Equipment 
Book-to-bill Improves in May
north America-based manufacturers of semicon-
ductor equipment posted $1.32 billion in orders 
worldwide in May 2013 (three-month average ba-
sis) and a book-to-bill ratio of 1.08, according to 
the May eMDS book-to-bill Report published today 
by SeMi.

smart grid tech Market: $73B in 
annual Revenue by 2020
Although the market for smart grid technologies 
is already established, representing more than $33 
billion in revenue in 2012, it has grown with little 
contribution from a number of countries with popu-
lations greater than 100 million, and with almost no 
activity in Africa, with its population of 1 billion.

tablets Remain Lucrative Market; 
39M units shipped in Q1
Tablets remain a lucrative market for the three larg-
est world regions for consumer electronics and com-
puter adoption: north America, Western europe, 
and Asia-Pacific’s Japan and South Korea. “Three 
regions of the world are expected to yield 97% of 
tablet revenues in 2013,” says senior practice direc-
tor Jeff Orr. 

N.a. to Claim Nearly half of $72B 
tablet spend in 2013
More than 39 million tablets shipped worldwide 
during the first calendar quarter of 2013, represent-
ing the second largest volume of shipments to date; 
only bested by the previous quarter ending calen-
dar year 2012, according to market intelligence firm 
Abi research.

IPC tMRC highlights Economic and 
Political trends
in keeping with the forward-looking theme of the 
conference, gene Marks’ presentation, “economic, 
political and Other Key Trends: 10 Things Happen-
ing Today That Will Affect Your business Tomor-
row,” will take a thought-provoking and entertain-
ing look at how the economy, Washington and 
technology affect businesses, and what successful 
companies are doing today to ensure future profit-
ability.

Component suppliers struggling 
During Market Recovery
While all leading indicators point to the return of 
seasonal growth in the second half of 2013, the elec-
tronic component industry, including semiconduc-
tors, is currently seeing weaker orders than expected 
during this phase of market recovery.

Mobile DRaM underperforms in Q1
laboring under the combined weight of a seasonal 
slump and sharply lower average selling prices, the 
market for mobile dynamic random access memory 
(DrAM) posted lackluster results in the first quarter, 
according to a DrAM Dynamics brief from informa-
tion and analytics provider ihS.

tFt-LCD Industry’s Capacity Increase 
Leads to several trends
Witsview research manager boyce fan says that  
the newly-added capacity leads to several possible 
directions for the TfT-lcD industry developments. 
firstly, the new capacity is concentrated on the  
gen 8.5 fabs, meaning the large-sized panel sup-
ply is largely lifted, and the price pressure on the 
large sizes is inevitable to solve the excessive capac-
ity problem.

PC Industry Continues to shrink; 
Down 10.9% in Q2
Worldwide pc shipments dropped to 76 million 
units in the second quarter of 2013, a 10.9% de-
crease from the same period last year, according to 
preliminary results by gartner, inc. This marks the 
fifth consecutive quarter of declining shipments, 
which is the longest duration of decline in the pc 
market’s history.
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Ask any customer to name the most impor-
tant factors in choosing a supplier and you are 
likely to hear quality, cost, and delivery. These 
are the three areas where customer expectations 
are established and measured to evaluate a cus-
tomer-supplier relationship. Interestingly, qual-
ity impacts costs and delivery. This is especially 
true when quality gaps result in increased costs 
and longer delivery times. Suppliers who under-
stand this concept choose to build quality into 
the product rather than relying on inspection 
controls to ensure quality. Building quality in 
ensures they build products that meet internal 
and external expectations. 

Build it in
Every manufacturing process has its inputs 

and outputs. Manufacturers determine the de-
sired output and then determine only the nec-

essary inputs and required steps to achieve the 
desired output.  For each step, the process will 
include the quality activities and actual pro-
duction activities within the production step. 
When done well, it will be seamless to deter-
mine which movements are quality activities 
and which are production activities. And some 
inspection activities will clearly be quality func-
tions. By building in these quality activities, 
you will have more manufactured products and 
better results. 

To visualize how critical building in qual-
ity can be, imagine a tall building—a high-rise 
or even a skyscraper. Each level of the build-
ing from the foundation to the rooftop must 
have quality built in and be inspected by the 
workers and inspectors as required. Failure to 
build quality in will result in additional costs, 
unnecessary delays, and potentially dire conse-

by Karla Osorno
ee TeChnologieS, inC. 

EVOLutIONaRy sOLutIONs
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Build Quality In
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eVoluTionARy SoluTionS

quences. The steps to manufacturing a product 
also have foundational requirements, and each 
process builds upon the last. 

Even though the number of variables in 
specific processes will differ, there will always 
be an order to the steps that makes the most 
sense. For example, one company may take raw 
materials, inspect the raw materials, build the 
product, and then ship the product. Another 
group tries to take the raw materials, build the 
product, ship the product, and then inspect the 
raw materials. In the second scenario, the in-
spection of raw materials would have to happen 
at the customer’s location long after the fact. 
Sound like a good idea? Absolutely 
not. This may seem like it could 
never happen, but situations 
similar to this do happen. So 
check process steps by asking 
questions and observing, be-
ing careful to pay attention 
to the sequence of steps in 
manufacturing. 

In-Process Inspection
In the sequencing, consid-

er in-process inspection of pri-
or steps by the assembler. Let’s 
say you have a five-step pro-
cess. When step two includes 
reviewing critical aspects of 
step one production, the op-
portunity to stop incorrect pro-
cessing and make corrections ex-
ists. The operator at step two has authority to 
stop production, correct process steps, repair de-
fects and keep time and costs from accumulat-
ing. Steps three, four, and five no longer have to 
deal with issues created at step one because they 
are prevented from reaching the later steps.  

Step three reviews step two only and steps 
four and five review only the prior step. This is 
an efficient way to build quality into the pro-
cess. Building it in reduces overall costs and 
speeds up the delivery to the end customer. 

In-process inspection can also be handled 
by quality team members. When appropriate, 
quality will monitor processes by random in-
spection and using line stops to prevent defec-
tive products from being built. 

First article inspections are a form of prod-
uct inspection. This type of inspection will con-
firm accuracy of product characteristics and 
some process accuracy. But processes are fluid 
and although some controls exist to keep the 
process stable, there is variability making in-
process inspection important to the quality of 
the end product.

Cost of quality
For every product, there is a cost of quality. 

And every customer has to pay it. But they have 
to pay more when quality is inspected by some-
one other than the line operator. Costs are less 

when quality is built in to the prod-
uct and production process.

Some of the other advan-
tages that come from opera-
tor reviews include increased 
teamwork and accountabil-
ity. As an operator, it is easier 
for me to respond to quality 
concerns for work I just com-
pleted moments ago than for 
work I did yesterday or the 
day before. I can own it and 
take personal responsibil-
ity for immediate correction. 
There is no need for defen-
siveness or negativity. I just 
acknowledge the issue and 

correct the process immedi-
ately. 
Additionally, I am grateful to 

my team for not letting issues go on to the next 
step. All in all, it is a win-win situation for me, 
my team and the company.

Final Inspection
Final inspection activities add value and 

should not be eliminated. Final inspection eval-
uates the overall look, function and quality of 
a product. Test results may also be a part of fi-
nal inspection review. This review along with 
review of product to customer documentation 
may also be conducted. 

Random final inspection based on prior re-
sults is sufficient when in-process inspection 
is built in to the process. Sampling may be in-
creased when results are unsatisfactory. All final 

BuILD QuaLIty IN continues

In-process inspection 
can also be handled by 
quality team members. 

When appropriate, 
quality will monitor 
processes by random 
inspection and using 
line stops to prevent 
defective products 
from being built. 
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inspection results are documented as evidence 
of final inspection. 

Often product certifications are provided to 
the customer with the end product. Any other 
documentation requested by the customer is 
also included with the shipped goods. 

Metrics
Inspection results are documented at point 

of inspection whether in-process or final. Fur-
ther analysis of the results is conducted to as-
certain process root issues. These root issues can 
then be understood and corrected to benefit 
future production runs and of course the cus-
tomer.   

Making decisions using metrics is one of the 
most important activities a manufacturer can 
take on. When the data are collected and not 
used, the consequences can be tragic and costly.    

Benefits
The magnitude of delivering high-quality 

products with the right cost and at the right 

time is significant to manufacturers. By build-
ing in quality, conducting in-process inspec-
tions, making final inspections, and using met-
rics, manufacturers assure more consistent re-
sults and with fewer frustrations. 

A focus on quality benefits manufacturers 
and customers in many ways, including im-
proved communications and more successful 
partnerships. They also benefit by future busi-
ness relationships and referrals. You have un-
doubtedly heard the adage “Build it and they 
will come.” How about this instead: “Build it 
right and they will come.”  sMt

eVoluTionARy SoluTionS

BuILD QuaLIty IN continues

Karla Osorno is business develop-
ment officer for ee Technologies, 
inc., an eMS provider delivering 
complete engineering and manu-
facturing services with locations 
in nevada and Mexico. To read 

past columns or to contact Osorno, click here.
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by Zulki Khan
nexlogiC TeChnologieS, inC.  

ZuLKI’s PCB NuggEts

cOluMn

ECOs Reviewed: 
the Importance of Detailed accuracy—
Now More than Ever!

Engineering change orders (ECOs) have 
been part of the product development and PCB 
landscapes for as far back as one can remember. 
Particularly, when it comes to ECOs for PCBs, 
there are varying and endless reasons for these 
changes.

Certainly, PCB designers can perfectly lay-
out a design and in theory follow written speci-
fications to the letter and to the best of their 
abilities. But when you factor in the practicality 
of that design, virtually everything associated 
with it has its limitations, ranging from the ma-
terial used to make the circuit board to assem-
bly, machine tolerances, process limitations, 
and the list goes on. 

But, before we continue, let’s start at the 
beginning. First, the design is completed; the 
board is then manufactured and tested. How-
ever, once it’s tested, the expected results aren’t 
there, at least theoretically. Next, it is either re-
spun and all necessary adjustments incorporat-
ed in the next revision design before it gets test-
ed post-assembly. Or the other option is to keep 
the design as is and create an ECO to make the 
project work without re-spinning the design. 
ECOs are normally generated during the engi-
neering debugging and bring-up phase of the 
board, when issues are found. Figure 1 shows an 
example of an ECO with the description of the 
changes along with a figure, an approval signa-
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ture, and a date and time stamp on it.
These ECOs can then be applied to the rest 

of the same first lot. Let’s take an example of 
20 boards, in which the first five are assembled 
and some issues are found. ECOs can then be 
written and implemented on the remaining 15 
boards. Or if all of them have been assembled, 
then these ECOs can be implemented on those 
complete sets of boards to make them work 
without having to re-spin these designs.

The ECO cannot come 
into play until the first set 
of boards has been designed, 
manufactured and assem-
bled. Let’s say that you are 
in the phase of bringing up 
and testing the PCB. Then, 
things don’t work out the 
way you anticipate, and 
that’s where the ECO enters. 
For example, since a signal 
can be measured with a spe-
cific current at a certain lev-
el, if it’s not giving you that 
signal, you need to address 
this by possibly changing 
the value of a component 
like a capacitor, resistor, or 
inductor to get the results 
you’re looking for—a small, 
easy fix. If this is the case, 
this change could be written 
up in an ECO with all the 
necessary details. 

However, you might 
not be this lucky. Here is 
another, more challenging 
issue. Sometimes, during 
the debug phase, assembly 
floor personnel find that a 
certain placed component 
is difficult to assemble, and 
it is impeding the pick-and-
place machine tolerances or 
getting in the way of anoth-
er device and thus cannot 
be machine-placed. Or, for 
that matter, that component 
is too close to the board’s 
edge, and as a result, it’s pro-

truding out of the defined chassis or box-build 
boundary. 

A common mistake is deviating from me-
chanical constraints, mostly component height 
constraints and other keep-out areas. That usu-
ally occurs because the main focus is on the 
electronic design, the circuitry, or the hardware 
to determine if the circuitry is working proper-
ly. Consequently, developers may not conduct 
sufficient research on mechanical dimensions 

zulKi’S PCb nuggeTS
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Figure 1: Sample engineering change order (eCo).
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ECOs REVIEWED: thE IMPORtaNCE OF DEtaILED aCCuRaCy continues

or keep-out area limitations to determine if a 
PCB design is mechanically functional. 

On the other hand, contract manufacturers 
(CMs) and EMS providers have well-organized 
teams composed of electrical, mechanical, and 
process engineers and technicians 
who work together to minimize 
ECOs. These teams design and 
assemble products more com-
prehensively with less need 
for creating ECOs; 90% of 
the time, the final product 
works correctly the first time.

But if design and me-
chanical engineering don’t 
work together, the electrical 
and mechanical aspects of a 
PCB project can pose issues 
at manufacturing. As a result, 
there are considerable pos-
sibilities for ECOs, because 
various shortcomings or flaws 
surface in the initial phase.  I’m 
not saying a perfect product re-
sults the second time around. Sometimes, it 
may take as many as three or four iterations. 
Nonetheless, ECOs are needed when you don’t 
have the product working per your design in 
the first place. 

However, the highly experienced and savvy 
PCB designer always takes a strategic approach 
to avoid or minimize ECOs. For example, if a 
component with a certain value is selected, and 
the value is increased or decreased, the circuitry 
will perform more efficiently and optimally. In 
this specific case, the savvy PCB designer has the 
opportunity to theoretically spec out a compo-
nent, which is rated at five amps. If he doesn’t 
want to run at the full rating of five amps, he 
can ratchet it down because from a practical 
point of view, a number of other factors need 
to be considered and incorporated, such as heat 
dissipation and sparking effects. So, in this case, 
the PCB designer optimizes his circuitry to run 
at three to four amps maximum and not at five 
amps. 

Most often, novice PCB designers might 
overlook several of these factors in their calcu-
lations. For example, how much of an intrin-
sic safety factor is being considered? Also, how 

much heat is dissipated when running a five-
amp current on the circuitry? Could there be a 
thermal mismatch between different materials 
used in the PCB? Is there a potential mismatch 
between PCB materials and component pack-

ages? What kind of ground pour 
is required? How many ounces 

of copper should go on the 
board? And so it goes. 

All of these techniques 
are learned with experience. 
But a novice PCB designer 
might not consider these 
and other factors, and once 
the first product is tested to 
the fullest extent, then ECOs 
are created to fix those issues 
in the second go around. 

In summary, if you’ve 
done a thorough debugging 
process, you’ll be able to in-

corporate most of the chang-
es in an ECO. When the design 

changes are performed, you incor-
porate all the ECOs in the second revision so 
that you don’t need to create subsequent ECO 
for the next debugging and bring-up phase. 

The fewer ECOs, the better. This is true not 
only for ease of manufacturing, but also for 
the sake of time to market. If you have several 
ECOs, you’ll need to perform re-work and put 
considerable time and effort into making the 
design work. Engineering will need to conduct 
comprehensive analysis when the revamped de-
sign is tested to assure every change is incorpo-
rated. When the prototype is manufactured the 
second time around, you should not have many 
ECOs. If you don’t have any, you have done a 
great job.  sMt

Zulki Khan is the founder 
and president of nexlogic 
Technologies, inc., an iSo 
9001:2008-certified company, 
iSo 13485-certified for manu-
facturing medical devices and 
a RohS-compliant eMS pro-

vider. To read past columns, or to contact the 
author, click here.
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 Many factors have 
contributed to global momen-
tum in the medical electron-
ics industry, with the conver-
gence of electronics technology 
and biological health sciences 
playing a major role. Growth 
in medical electronic applica-
tions (yes, there is an app for 
that!) will parallel cell Phone 
and tablet Pc markets, with 
increases in computing power 
as well as optical resolution and 
touch sensor technologies. cur-
rent focus for mobile, implant-
able and large medical systems 
is on improved personal health, 
with preventative applications 
and advanced early diagnostics. 
various integrated circuit (Ic) 
technologies, now complement-
ed by MeMs bio-sensor tech-
nologies, allowed for significant 
development in areas such as 
prosthetics, combining “artifi-
cial limbs” with “artificial intel-
ligence”, sensing and reacting to 
very small electrical impulses 
from the brain, through direct 
body contact. 
 this conference will ad-
dress the many industry chal-
lenges and opportunities includ-
ing safety, reliability, minia-
turization, manufacturing and 

materials as well as govern-
ment regulations and politi-
cal healthcare initiatives. the 
human body is a convergence of 
various biological phenomena 
and sophisticated electrical net-

works controlled by the brain, 
with the health sciences and 
medical electronics technolo-
gies converging to meet strong 
global demand.  ◆

2013 meptec 
medical technology 
conference
Global Momentum in the Medical Industry – 
Convergence of Electronics, Biology and Health

tuesday & Wednesday, September  17 & 18, 2013 
arizona State University, tempe campus

OLD MAIN on the ASU Tempe Campus, constructed before Arizona achieved 
statehood, will host the 8th Annual MEPTEC Medical Electronics Conference.

Day One Keynote
MEMS Technology and 
the Healthcare Industry: 
The Convergence of 
Timelines and the 
Perfect Storm 

Sam Bierstock, M.D., BSEE
Physician, Electrical Engineer, 
Medical Informaticist, Founder 
of Champions in Healthcare

Dr. Bierstock is a nationally 
recognized authority on 
healthcare and healthcare 
information technology. 
He is the Recipient of the 
George Washington Honor 
Medal, Freedoms Founda-
tion for his work on behalf 
of our nation’s veterans.  ◆

Day Two Keynote
Creating Solutions 
for Health Through 
Technology Innovation

Karthik Vasanth, Ph.D.
General Manager, Medical and 
High Reliability Business Unit
Texas Instruments

Karthik Vasanth received 
his Ph.D degree in Electri-
cal Engineering from Princ-
eton University in 1995. He 
joined the Silicon Technol-
ogy Development group 
at Texas Instruments in 
1995. In 2010 he became 
the General Manager of the 
Medical and High Reliabil-
ity Business Unit at TI. ◆

KEYNOTES

Karthik Vasanth, Ph.D.

Sam Bierstock, M.D.




A combination of technical, market and health topics will be presented 
through presentations and panel discussions. Topics to-date include:

n Safety and reliability of 
 medical devices
n MEMS and Mobile Health 
 Care market overview
n Bonding techniques of 
 new wire alloys for medical 
 electronics
n Wafer Level Packaging 
 and TSV for biomedical 
 applications
n MEMS & Sensors for Medical 
 Applications

n Security and psychological 
 issues in medical devices
n Miniaturized electronic 
 packaging for wearable health 
 monitors 
n Wireless communication/solid 
 state batteries in miniature 
 implantable medical devices
n Designing more reliable medical
 products
n “Fantastic Voyage” meets 
 medical device design

In Association With Corporate Sponsors

regiSter on li n e today at WWW.meptec.org
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a	ODMs 1Q NB PC shipments  
 Fall to three-year Low  
  
contract manufacturers of notebook computers 
suffered a worse-than-expected first quarter after 
shipments to clients like Apple inc. and Hewlett-
packard tumbled to the lowest level in three years, 
according to a pc Dynamics Market brief from in-
formation and analytics provider ihS.

b	Probe Posts Q1 Net 
 Operating Loss; Expects 
 Better 1h

“We believe our end-markets have mostly stabi-
lized and we are actively engaged in integrating 
Trident’s business onto our platform, restructuring 
our expenses to drive better margins and increased 
organic growth,” said ceO Kambiz Mahdi.

c	sparton Earns Medical 
 Design Excellence awards

Sparton Corporation has again been recognized 
with honors by the medical design community. 
The latest award, in the category of in vitro Diag-
nostics, was presented at an awards ceremony for 
the Medical Design excellence Awards last week as 
part of the Medical Design & Manufacturing east 
conference and exposition in philadelphia, penn-
sylvania.

d	grum Receives sMta’s ICsR  
 Best of Conference award

Harald grumm from christian Koenen gmbH re-
ceived “best of conference Award” for his pre-
sentation, “The Potential of Stencil Technology—
Choosing the Right Stencil options to Maximize 
Yield and earnings,” at the 9th Annual internation-
al Conference on Soldering and Reliability, held 
May 14-17, 2013.

Top 
Ten
News highlights from 
sMtonline this Month
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e	haemonetics selects 
 sanmina as Manufacturing  
 Partner

Haemonetics corporation has announced several 
important developments in the pursuit of its previ-
ously announced manufacturing transformation.

f	Jabil Completes acquisition  
 of Nypro

“We are pleased to finalize this transaction and 
look forward to integrating the nypro business 
and customers with Jabil’s current Healthcare & 
instrumentation business,” said courtney ryan, 
Jabil’s Senior Vice President who will run the busi-
ness from the current nypro headquarters in clin-
ton, Massachusetts.

g	Flextronics Expands 
 Relationship with Citrix

“We are happy to expand our successful relation-
ship with citrix and honored to have them as a 
partner,” said caroline Dowling, president of inte-
grated network Solutions at Flextronics. “expand-
ing our service offering into Hungary is a great ex-
ample of the value we can provide customers that 
leverage our strong supply chain solutions and 
broad global presence.”

h	Plexus Marks 30th year 
 of Partnership with   
 gE healthcare
 
plexus corporation and ge Healthcare recognized 
a significant achievement, celebrating their stra-
tegic, 30-year partnership. Their collaboration 
generates economic activity across Wisconsin and 
other communities in which they operate.

i	Lincoln International EMs  
 stock Index Leads s&P
 
lincoln international’s eMS Stock index outper-
formed the S&P 500 index in the second quarter. 
Sanmina Corporation led Tier 1 companies in the 
Winner’s circle, posting a gain of 26% in its stock 
price over the period. in Tier 2, CTS Corporation 
led the group with a gain of 31%.

j	Flextronics Receives 
 Excellence awards from Ford

“Our partnership with our suppliers played a piv-
otal role in the progress we made on the One ford 
plan in 2012,” said Tony brown, group vice presi-
dent of global purchasing at ford. “Our World ex-
cellence Awards winners have shown a dedication 
to excellence. Thank you for helping ford serve 
customers with the best vehicles in the world.”
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    for the ipc’s calendar of Events, click here.  

    for the smta calendar of Events, click here. 

    for the inEmi calendar, click here.  
 
    for a complete listing of events, check out   
    smt magazine’s full events calendar here.

Microscopy & Microanalysis 2013 
August 4–8, 2013
indianapolis, indiana, uSA
 
Philadelphia Expo & tech Forum 
August 15, 2013 
Cherry hill, new Jersey, uSA
 
NEPCON south China 
August 27–29, 2013
Shenzhen, China
 
IPCa EXPO 2013 
August 29–31, 2013
gujarat, india
 
NEXtgEN ahEaD 
September 9–11, 2013
washington, DC, uSA
 
International test Conference 2013 
September 10–12, 2013
Anaheim, California, uSA
 
Capital Expo & tech Forum 
September 10, 2013 
laurel, Maryland, uSA
 
2013 MEPtEC 
September 17–18, 2013
Tempe, Arizona, uSA
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e V e n T S Failure analysis of Electronics short 
Course (CaLCE) 
September 17–20, 2013
College Park, Maryland, uSA
 
Electronics Operating in harsh 
Environments Workshop 
September 17, 2013
cork, ireland
 
MRO EuROPE 2013 
September 24–26, 2013
london, uK
 
ID WORLD Rio de Janeiro 2013 
September 26–27, 2013
rio de Janeiro, brazil
 
saE 2013 Counterfeit Parts avoidance 
symposium 
September 27, 2013
Montreal, Quebec, canada 

cAlenDAr

http://www.ipc.org/IPCCalendar.aspx
http://www.smta.org/news/smta_calendar/calendar.cfm
http://www.inemi.org/calendar
http://www.smtonline.com/pages/events_calendar.cgi
http://microscopy.org/MandM/2013/
http://www.smta.org/expos/
http://www.nepconsouthchina.com/en/Homepage/
http://www.ipcaindia.org/ipca_expo.html
http://events.aviationweek.com/current/nextgen/index.htm
http://www.itctestweek.org/
http://www.smta.org/expos/
http://meptec.org/meptec2013medica.html
http://www.calce.umd.edu/facourse/
http://www.calce.umd.edu/facourse/
http://www.smartgroup.org/ai1ec_event/electronics-operating-harsh-environments-workshop/?instance_id=192
http://www.smartgroup.org/ai1ec_event/electronics-operating-harsh-environments-workshop/?instance_id=192
http://events.aviationweek.com/current/meu/index.htm
http://www.idworldriodejaneiro.com/
http://www.sae.org/events/cpas/
http://www.sae.org/events/cpas/
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next Month in 
SMT Magazine
Pass the test with SMT! 
next month, we explore 
the latest and greatest test 
and inspection processes 
for pcb assembly. in 
September, our veteran 
contributors will focus 
on iCT, hAlT, hASS, and 
much more. 

if you’re not a subscriber, 
what are you waiting for? 
click here to receive SMT 
Magazine in your inbox 
each month!
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